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In a Liberal Arts Math course, a common question students ask is, â€œWhy do I have to know

this?â€•Â  A Survey of Mathematics with Applications continues to be a best-seller because it shows

students how we use mathematics in our daily lives and why this is important. The Ninth Edition

further emphasizes this with the addition of new â€œWhy This Is Importantâ€• sections throughout

the text. Real-life and up-to-date examples motivate the topics throughout, and a wide range of

exercises help students to develop their problem-solving and critical thinking skills.  Â  Angel,

Abbott, and Runde present the material in a way that is clear and accessible to non-math majors.

The text includes a wide variety of math topics, with contents that are flexible for use in any one- or

two-semester Liberal Arts Math course.  Â   Note: This is a standalone book, if you want the

book/access card please order the ISBN listed below:Â  Â   0321837533 / 9780321837530 A

Survey of Mathematics with Applications plus MyMathLab Student Access Kit  Package consists

of:Â Â Â   0321431308 / 9780321431301 MyMathLab/MyStatLab -- Glue-in Access Card 

0321654064 / 9780321654069 MyMathLab Inside Star Sticker  0321759664 / 9780321759665
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I purchased the book with ISBN:978-0321828040 which DID include the access code needed for

my math course (no additional fee). I see that these reviews also include the book with

ISBN:978-0321639325 which apparently does not include the access code.Therefore if you need



the access code AND the book, make sure you purchase ISBN:978-0321828040.

I had to get this math book for my MAT142 class. According to my math teacher this edition is not

much different from the previous edition. The page numbers are different and there are only a small

number of differences in the problems between the eighth edition and ninth edition. I would

recommend you buy the eighth edition since it will probably be much more cheaper.

I just completed a class where this textbook was used, and found it to be a particularly poorly written

text. I feel that because of this I did not do as well in the class as I had hoped. I am a Liberal Studies

major and took this class to satisfy my mathematical requirement. I found the explanations and

instructions to be confusing and incomplete. As this book appears to be aimed at individuals such

as myself, I would think that simple and clear writing would be paramount for the authors. This

proves to not be the case. Instructors, steer clear please.

It has been many years since I had to take a math class from my previous degree. With my career

change, I had to take a college level class since they felt my previous algebra class was more of an

intermediate class. This book was required for my college. I have to say - I REALLY like this book. It

has made math very easy to pick back up again. We are not doing all the chapters in the book, but it

has been really good at explaining the concepts, demonstrating how to get to the answers with

many examples and then having practice exercises to do.I don't know if it is because I have had

college math in the past, but I think this textbook did an excellent job in clarifying how and why you

perform a problem.There were some problems that there were incomplete instructions. For

example, Chapter 3: Logic, example 6. This was an example of an argument with 3 premises using

a Truth Table. I had understood everything up until then. I even got most of the truth table done,

BUT there were no instructions on what to do with the table results from the added third premise.

Which column do I take to complete the truth table argument with the consequent, since there are

three premises in the antecedent? It's like it is missing a step in explaining what to do with the third

antecedent to complete the equation.I also found a gap in my understanding in the Statistics chapter

dealing with normal curves and deviations (Chapter 13.7). For some reason I could not "get" the

higher level concepts and had a little trouble understanding parts of it. This was not necessarily the

textbook, but my own mental block. ;-)Overall I really liked the book. I think there were those couple

of issues I noticed. My nephew is in 9th grade and I think I will pass it on to him to help him with

areas he is having some challenges because it explains most concepts so well.



Topics include: Critical thinking skills, Logic, Consumer math, Probability and Statistics along with

basic Algebra, Geometry & graphs. Basic concepts covered in understandable text with examples.

Colorful pictures and graphs throughout. My high school son is doing well with it. (dually enrolled in

college class)

Excellent book to buy, even if you do not have a class. It is great reference for those little things in

math we forget how to do. Excellent step-by-step instruction and explanations are clear and

concise. I will keep it forever.

I bought this book for a University Math Course and though Math isn't my favourite subject, I have to

say that I really liked this book. It was easy to understand the way certain concepts were explained.

The whole reason for ordering the book was to get the access code. The class instructor has stated

the book itself was unnecessary. Of course, the access code could not be guaranteed and was not

included with the purchase. Therefore, I've spent nearly a hundred dollars for nothing. I have had to

part with another $150 to get the book from the bookstore.The book isn't for me, but for a struggling

college student who is very bright but doesn't have the money for such expensive things.
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